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ENDLESS
SUMMER
A seashell pendant
makes a lovely natural
backing for landscape
photos. The images
take on a dreamy, painterly quality when
printed on decal film
and smoothed onto
the shells. Thread them
with leather cord for
necklaces that are far
more stylish than
your average seaside
souvenir. OPPOSITE
Personalize your home
decor with printedphoto fabric that can
be sewn into pillows;
these beach and boat
scenes go beautifully
with blue-and-white
patterned fabrics. (For
more de ails on these
projects, see page 93.)

>

For how-tos, see page

~~6.

PHOTO TIP

+

Obey the rule of thirds:
When taking apicture,
Imagine that your Image Is
divided into thirds hori·
zontally and vertically-as
if you'd drawn atic-tactoe board on it. Rather than
putting the subject
of your photo in the center
---~quare, put It anywhere else (as shown,
lsft and right).

LIVES OF
THE PARTY

Put a personal spin on party supplies with family-vacation memories. CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Hang
fluttery no-sew pennant garlands, made by printing photos directly onto cotton fabric; mix shots of people,
scenery, and objects for an artful effect. Wrap decals around pale-glass bottles and votive holders
for table decorations with a charming sea-glass look. Tack photos printed on cotton to place mats to
hold flatware-you can even use ones of your guests to function as place cards (remove the photos
before washing the mats). Weigh down napkins and tablecloths on breezy days with decoupaged rocks
(or use them on your desk as paperweights); printing the images onto thin rice paper lets the
texture of the rock come through, so the image appears painted-on.

Industrial string lights and
Waterscape votive, weste/m
.com. Glass tea-light holder,
in White, hm.com. Glass water
bottle with wi re bail lid, in
Light Green, and bottle bud
vase, in Blue, jamaligarden
.com. Indigo Stripe napkins,
johnrobshaw.com.
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Cover a notebook with
an Image from your
travels and you have
a journal that will
bring back your trip.
Print photos onto
matte paper. Brush
each notebook (these
have a black-fabric
binding) lightly with
decoupage glue and
press the matte paper
on top; ret it dry, then
trim the excess flush
to the edge. little
canvas cases with
iron-on images make
excellent holders
for passports as well
as for mementos
like ticket stubs and
business cards.
Recycled· paper notebooks,
muji.com/us. Premium
Presentation matte paper,
11" by 14". in Bright White,

epsonstore.com.

PHOTO TIP

+

When taking pictures
of striking buildings and
other architecture, try
shooting from unexpected
angles or going in for
details to differentiate your
shot from the typical
postcard. Also, try to venture off the beaten
track to really capture
the spirit of aplace.

READY FOR THEIR
CLOSE-UPS
Materials and techniques used for the projects on these pages.

A.

Vinyl Decals

B.

Rice Paper

+ Chair and wall art.
page90

+ Rock weights,
page91

Have your photoa
printed onto adhelive
vinyl in virtually any
size (you can even make
a • mural•) by Fathead.
Its decals are sticky
enough to adhere well
but are aleo removable
and reuuble, and won't
damage walls or wood.
To cover something with
a decal (such as the
chair on page 90), start
by tracing the shape
you want to cover; cut
a template to that size
out of acetate. Have the
decal made slightly
larger. Place the ternplate on the photo,
framing the image in a
pleasing way. Trace
around it and cut it out,
then adhere according to the instructions
and trim with a
craft knife as needed.

We used thin rice paper
with a subtle texture
on one side. It is slightly
translucent, so once
it is adhered to the rock,
it becomes Mpart of
the rock/ rather thah
appearing to be sitting on top. ll is a little
tricky to print on because of its thinness.
To help it feed through
your printer smoothly,
adhere a strip of clear
tape along one entire
short edge on the textured side of the paper;
print on the smooth
side of the paper.

Custom vinyl mural print,
from $25, fathead.com .

Rice paper, 9W by 13 ",
$10 for 100 sheets, dick
blick.com. Decoupage
medium, by Martha
Stewart Crafts, in Matte,
$10, michaels.com.

c. Professionally
Printed Fabrics
+ Pillows, page 88
Printing your own fabric works well for some
projects, but there are
benefits to having your
designs printed professionally. You can create
larger pieces, choose
from a wider range of
textiles, and usually get
sturdier results (with
fabrics that are machinewashable, for example).
We like Spoonflower,
which is easy to useyou upload your image,
and they do the rest.
The pillows on page 88
are made with a linencotton blend. (For pillowsewing how-tos, go
to marthastewart.com/
pillow-sewing.)
Printed cotton canvas,
from $25 a yd., spoonflower
.com. (The photo designs
shown here are for sale on
the website.)

o. Print-Your-Own
Fabrics
+ Pennants and
place-mat pockets,
page 91
Sheets of lightweight
cotton come with paper
backing, so it's easy
to feed them through
a printer. The ink permeates the fabric but
doesn't stiffen it; the
sheets remain soft and
flowy. We didn't hem
the fabric; we like the
cut edges and accentuated the effect by
fringing them slightly.
"Cotton Inkjet fabric, by
Jacquard, BW by 11", $12 for
10 sheets, michae/s.com.

E.

Iron-on Sheets

+ Canvas cases,
page 92
Iron-on sheets are
readHy available and
can be applied to
almost any fabric. They
have a plasticky feel
that might not be ideal
on a delicate fabric
but works beautifully
on canvas (as for our
cases)-it gives the
cloth a quality similar
to that of a waxed
coating. Follow the package instructions for
printing and applying
them. Cut the fabric
a little larger than you
need for your project,
iron your image onto it,
and then trim the edges.
T-shirt transfer for
Inkjet, $74 for 6 sheets,
avery.com.

F.

Water-Slide
Decals

+ Shell pendants,
page 89
+ Glass votives and
vases, page 91
These superthin clear
printable decals come
on a paper backing.
Give them a coat of
clear varnish, then soak
them briefly in waterthe.y will slide off
the backing, ready to
be applied to shell
pendants, glass, or another smooth surface.
Trim the edges more
precisely once they're
applied.
Clear water-slide decal
paper, BW' by 11", $17 for
20 sheets, deca/paper.com.
Komar varnish, by Krylon,
$6.50, dickblick.com.
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